ESTHETICS PROGRAM:

COURSE HOURS: 325

ACADEMIC 100 HOURS
You will learn the academics behind skin analysis and client consultation and professionalism. You will learn sanitation and disinfection methods, Anatomy Physiology and Histology of the skin, Basic Chemistry, Product knowledge, Basic Facial Theory and machines, Hair Removal, Chemical exfoliation and microdermabrasion, Makeup application, Employment Preparation and Salon Business and Retail.

PRACTICAL AND CLINIC:
1. FACIAL TREATMENTS: 100 HOURS Learn proper setup and client draping. You will learn to recognize various skin types, using your senses, as well as utilizing magnification and the Wood's Lamp. Learn to recognize contraindications for procedures and when to refer to a physician. You will also learn to perform manual, chemical, and electronic facial techniques. Learn methods of cleansing, exfoliation, extractions, facial massage techniques, mask application, toning and moisturizing. Learn to prescribe facials to benefit client needs with hot stone facials, blemish control facials, hydration facials, and anti-aging as well as various treatments including, mud, herbal, essential oil salt and sugar glow for the body.

2. TEMPORARY HAIR REMOVAL: 10 HOURS In this course, you will learn waxing techniques for face and body. Learn proper safety and sanitation precautions and to recognize contraindications for services.

3. MAKE UP APPLICATION: 75 HOURS (Approximately 9 hours included in ACADEMIC hours, See MUD Syllabus for detailed information) You will learn the artistic and creativity of makeup application. You will gain theoretical and practical knowledge in product ingredients and proper use of products. You will learn day and evening make-up application, camouflage, and corrective makeup techniques all while being conscious of safety sanitation and infectious control.

4. PROFESSIONAL PRACTICES: 40 HOURS You will learn salon/spa business and ethics. You will learn PA State laws and participate in Mock State Board Exams in order to prepare to take the PA State Board Exam.